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Innovation as a systemic process is not only driven by science and technology but has diverse sources. While
there are (numeric) indicators to map S&T developments such as patents, publications or standards, new indica-
tors are required to map other areas of the innovation system. In this regard, one option is the examination of
news reporting. News is a recognized channel for innovation diffusion and plays an important role in informing
society. To contrast changes and developments in science and society, specifically the link between both is ad-
dressed in this article by comparing the content of news articles and scientific publications. Thus, the aim of
this article is to first argue the benefit of integrating themedia in the innovation system debate because of its rec-
ognized role in innovation diffusion and to develop amethodology to automatically compare scientific andmedia
discourses. To process the volume of textual data according to a common analytical scheme, a textmining frame-
work has been developed. The results offer valuable input for examining the present state of themes and technol-
ogies and, thereby, support future planning activities.
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1. Introduction

Insights in innovation systems and their dynamics and architecture
are relevant for future planning due to the close link between foresight,
policy planning, and the performance of innovation systems (Alkemade
et al., 2007). Therefore, an in-depth analysis of current developments is
crucial for capturing the state-of-the-art as a starting point to build fu-
ture assumptions and strategies. For the long-term observation of the-
matic and technical developments, an analysis should not only
address one area of the innovation system (i.e., science) but should con-
sider further parts (i.e., society).

Innovation as a systemic process is not only driven by science and
technology but has diverse sources. While there are (numeric) indica-
tors to map S&T developments such as patents, publications or stan-
dards, new indicators are required to map other areas of the
innovation system. In this regard, one option is the examination of
news reporting to map societal discourse. News is a recognized channel
for innovation diffusion and plays an important role in informing socie-
ty. Based on the current literature on innovation systems, this article
proceeds with the assumption of media being a central actor, enabling
a public sphere where innovation discourses can take place. Thus,
apart from its role in science, policy, and the economy, media should
be considered in terms of its societal functions and role in the spread
of innovation.
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To contrast changes anddevelopments in science and society, specif-
ically the link between the two is addressed in this article by comparing
the content of news articles and scientific publications. Publication
data is a commonly used source for examining scientific progress
(e.g., Leydesdorff andMilojević, 2015). Thisworkwill explore if it is pos-
sible to (automatically) recognize changes and focus in reporting of
both, science and news. This potentially enables inferences on the
state of a technology or its societal acceptance for the comparison of
subsystems. To process the volume of textual data according to a com-
mon analytical scheme, a text mining framework has been developed.
Currently, there is no methodology for the (automatic) comparison of
news articles and scientific publications but theoretical discussions
(e.g., Franzen et al., 2012).

Thus, the aim of this article is to first argue the benefit of integrating
the media in the innovation system debate because of its recognized
role in innovation diffusion and introducing an adapted innovation sys-
temmodel as conceptual framework. Then amethod is developed to au-
tomatically compare scientific and media discourses based on textual
data. It is examined if differences in the discourse can be measured
and mapped based on news articles and scientific publication abstracts.
Therefore, a framework based on text mining is developed. This might
illustrate the spread and diffusion of concepts and the chronological
order of events. To test and illustrate the methodology, three topics
driven by different angles are used—cloud computing, artificial photosyn-
thesis, and vegan diet. The differences in these three cases may highlight
the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology.

This article starts with a description of the basic building blocks,
i.e., innovation system, foresight, and the (societal) role of the media
rse in the context of innovation systems, Technol. Forecast. Soc. Change
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(Section 2). Then, Section 3 describes the framework of analysis while
Section 4 introduces the three case studies. In Section 5, the results are
discussed and final conclusions are drawn.

2. Foundations

This chapter points out themeaning of innovation, foresight, and in-
novation systems, with a focus onmassmedia and its impact on innova-
tion and change.

2.1. Innovation system and foresight

Innovation and change are an outcome of systemic interaction. This
non-linear process includes many feedback loops and is considered in
its national (Freeman, 1987), regional (Cooke, 2001), sectoral (Malerba,
2002), and technological contexts (Bergek et al., 2008). Definitions of in-
novation systems highlight how the interplay of institutions influences
technology and innovation (Freeman, 1987) and innovation systems are
described as “[…] all important economic, social, political, organizational, in-
stitutional, and other factors that influence the development, diffusion, and
use of innovations (Edquist, 1997)”. These definitions emphasize the role
of diffusion and interaction; therefore, the dynamics of these systems
are most important. Among others, Hekkert et al. (2007) describe func-
tions of innovation systems tomeasure systemperformance anddynamic
interactions. These functions, such as knowledge diffusion ormarket forma-
tion, are important in assessing the performance of the system. On the
other hand, understanding innovation systems and their dynamics and
architecture is most relevant for future planning activities due to the
close association between foresight, policy planning, and the performance
of innovation systems (Alkemade et al., 2007). In this article, foresight is
defined as a structured discourse about possible and plausible futures in-
volving the relevant stakeholders. One of the basic assumptions underly-
ing foresight is that the future is not predictable. However, thinking about
possible future developments and related consequences may influence
the present decisions that affect our future. Therefore, an in-depth analy-
sis of current (technological) developments and their spread and societal
acceptance is crucial. In principle, future technology analysis (FTA) and
foresight can assist in reorienting and improving innovation systems
and bringing together different stakeholders and actors (e.g., Martin and
Johnston, 1999).

Aligning innovation system functions with FTA, the contribution of
FTA (related to innovation policy) lays in “[…] providing safe spaces for
new ideas to emerge and existing knowledge to be combined in novel
ways (Cagnin et al., 2012)”. This leads to a better understanding of fu-
ture challenges and broadening of the knowledge base in decisionmak-
ing. Therefore, foresight may also serve as a framework for analysis.
Apart from the debate on contributions of foresight to the analysis of
the innovation system, the argument to consider foresight as a systemic
process is strengthened. As Andersen and Andersen (2014) point out,
foresight requires a systemic understanding because, otherwise, the im-
pact of foresight is limited due to its weak conceptual understanding. So
the context (innovation system) and the current dynamics should be
taken into consideration for meaningful foresight.

2.2. Integrating media in the innovation system debate

While it is commonly agreed that innovation needs to be viewed
systemic, the society as a framework or media as a distribution channel
are no explicit elements of prominent definitions of innovation systems
(Waldherr, 2008, 2012). For this reason, this article discusses the role of
the media as diffusion channel and positions them in the innovation
system debate.

The media contributes to our knowledge about the world
(e.g., Luhmann, 2009). Thereby mass media has certain functions in soci-
ety (e.g., Burkart, 2002). The most crucial one is the information function,
which relates to neutral knowledge transfer as well as to influencing the
Please cite this article as: Kayser, V., Comparing public and scientific discou
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formation of public opinion. The media distributes selected information
to which it adds its own interpretation or version of truth (e.g., Kabalak
et al., 2008). In addition, the media has a critique and control function in
democratic societies, for scientific results as well (Franzen et al., 2012).
Therefore, media mirrors public discourse and its evolution to a certain
degree (see Stauffacher et al., 2015 for a comparable case).

As a matter of fact, media discourse may influence innovation pro-
cesses (e.g., Waldherr, 2008). For instance, by reporting about new
innovations and technologies, the media can influence and attract at-
tention. Additionally, the media can influence public opinion by
commenting on innovation (critique function of media). Furthermore,
media has a recognized role in innovation diffusion (Rogers, 1995;
Schenk, 2012; Karnowski, 2013). However, the literature on innovation
systemsdoes not acknowledgemedia's role as an intermediary between
different actors, its functions in society, or its meaning for the spread of
innovation. This article attempts to analyze and map the dynamics and
processes of diffusion introduces an adapted model.

Waldherr (2012) argues thatmassmedia is an important intermedi-
ary in the triangle of politics, economy, and research (see Fig. 2-1).Mass
media enables public communication, while society is seen as the over-
all framework with three subsystems: economy, politics, and science.
The link betweenmedia and the political system comprises political fac-
tors that influence themedia. Further on, there is an exchange ofmoney
and attention betweenmedia and the economy,whilemedia reputation
is primarily relevant for firms. Additionally, economic actors learn about
changing societal norms, values, and interests through media. And sci-
ence needs public attention to build legitimacy and reputation.

Although this model is on a high aggregation level, it illustrates the
core dependencies very well. Therefore, this model serves as a concep-
tual framework for the methodological part and the interrelation be-
tween societal and scientific discourse is analyzed in more detail in
this work. So this article examines if it is possible to automatically com-
pare news articles and publication abstracts and develops a method for
this purpose. These two data sources are of comparable language and
text quality and will therefore be used for a principal investigation. Of
course, if the results show to be useful, the method can be developed
further and further data can be integrated in future work.

3. Methodology: comparing datasets

Focus of the following section is to introduce amethod that is able to
automatically compare scientific and public discourse. A manual ap-
proach is too time consuming due to the size of the data sets. Themeth-
od builds on scientific publications and news reporting. This section
begins with a description of the preliminaries of publication analysis
and media analysis as methodological base for this work, after which
the analysis framework is introduced.

3.1. Publication analysis

Scientific publications describe the output of scientific work, thus
providing a means to measure and assess scientific activity and perfor-
mance. The statistical analysis of the publication data related to a specif-
ic theme or technology reveals insights on aspects such as trends,
developments, and new research directions (see Leydesdorff and
Milojević, 2015 for an overview). Publication analysis generally uses dif-
ferent data fields (e.g., year of publication, keywords, and abstracts) de-
pending on the research interest. This work carries out text mining on
the abstracts of the publications as summaries of the articles. This deci-
sion reduces the cleaning effort that is higher for full articles. Moreover,
the text length of the abstract is comparable to the second type of data
source—news articles.

Text mining is frequently used in publication analysis (Cunningham
et al., 2006; Kostoff, 2012). This includes applications analyzing title,
abstracts, and keywords (e.g., Glänzel, 2012) but also full texts
(e.g., Glenisson et al., 2005). Concerning mapping of (technological)
rse in the context of innovation systems, Technol. Forecast. Soc. Change
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changes, most articles build on co-word analysis (Leydesdorff and
Welbers, 2011; van Eck et al., 2010). For example, Cobo et al. (2011) ex-
amine the thematic evolution of a research field and concentrate on co-
word analysis in combination with some performance indicators
(e.g., number of publications, citations, and h-index). This article has a
different focus; it not only describes the topic but also maps the differ-
ences in the datasets and the chronological order of terms to capture
the dynamics in the topic (systemic interactions). With regard to the
comparison of datasets, some previous work has compared patent and
publication data (e.g., Daim et al., 2006). But, to the knowledge of the
author, none has compared the content of publication abstracts and
news articles. There are studies on the general relation between science
and mass media (e.g., Franzen et al., 2012). However, this article espe-
cially has a methodological focus and attempts to develop a framework
analyzing the interactions between science and media (with the exam-
ple of publication abstracts and news articles).

3.2. Analyzing news articles

Primarily, news articles are editorially checked (controlled content),
cover a broad spectrum of themes, and have a clear language (e.g., few
spelling mistakes and proper sentences). Thus, the text quality of
news articles is comparable to scientific publications. In addition,
news articles have a clear time stamp (date of publication). Moreover,
news articles are archived and can be retrieved from databases such
as LexisNexis. LexisNexis is still a popular source for analyzingmedia dis-
course across the world. In recent years, alternatives such as Google
News have emerged (e.g., Weaver and Bimber, 2008 for a comparison)
and newspaper archives are available online (e.g., Der Spiegel, Die ZEIT,
and The New York Times). There are some known reliability and validity
problems with LexisNexis and digital news archives in general (Deacon,
2007). However, usingGoogleNews involves a higher effort in searching,
storing, and processing the articles. In addition, some forms of content
such as images are not relevant for this article. Therefore, data from
LexisNexis is used in the followingbecause of its combination of different
news sources and its searchable database.

Content analysis is the core method for analyzing news articles and
is defined as “[…] a research technique for making replicable and valid in-
ferences from texts (or other meaningfulmatter) to the contexts of their use
(Krippendorff, 2013)”. Text is divided by its key features that are coded
using a variable schema. Discourse analysis uses methods from content
analysis and examines text elements that are part of a larger discourse.
Thereby text elements are studied in terms of their relation to each
other. However, manual screening and coding are not adequate for larg-
er datasets, which is why automatic approaches have gained relevance
(O'Connor and Banmann, 2011). Classic approaches cannot process
the required volume of data, which often leads to reduction in the sam-
ple size due to resource problems (Scharkow, 2012). In fact, in recent
years, more and more applications have emerged with regard to text
mining. For example, Pollak et al. (2011) examine contrasting patterns
in news articles from the UK, USA, and Kenya. By comparing local and
Western media they study ideological aspects and press coverage.
Please cite this article as: Kayser, V., Comparing public and scientific discou
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Holz and Teresniak (2010) identify changes in topics on the basis of
the New York Times corpus by computing the co-occurrence of terms
over time. Of course, these automatic methods are also criticized; first,
that automated content analysis will never be able to replace careful
reading (Grimmer and Stewart, 2013) and, second, for the potential
loss in meaning (Sculley and Pasanek, 2008). However, text mining
summarizes and reduces the costs and effort involved in analyzing
large text collections and will therefore be used in the following.

Sentiment analysis is often used for the automatic detection of opin-
ions and attitudes in texts. It is a classification problemwhere each text
is treated as a unit that needs to be classified based on the words it con-
tains (positive, negative, or neutral). In recent years, the research effort
spent on sentiment analysis has increased. For example, an overview is
given in Ravi and Ravi (2015). Normally, sentiment analysis is applied
on subjective texts such as movie reviews or web forums (Li and Wu,
2010). In this article, sentiment analysis has been considered for being
applied on news articles. Newspapers express opinions that can usually
be analyzed. However, a literature review revealed that sentiment anal-
ysis is difficult to apply on news articles. When sentiment analysis is
applied on news, the scope must be clearly defined (Balahur and
Steinberger, 2009). Also the views or perspectives on the article, such
as intention of author or reader interpretation, needs to be distin-
guished. The source of the opinion is emphasized to be the journalist
or the newspaper (in most cases), but the target is more difficult to dis-
tinguish (e.g., distinguishing good and bad news from good and bad
sentiment). So even for reported facts, judging good or bad news de-
pends on one's perspective and differs individually. As a further point,
news articles cover larger subject domains compared to e.g., product re-
views. This makes it even harder to (automatically) identify the target
(Balahur et al., 2013). Additionally, opinions are expressed less explicit-
ly and more indirectly in the news than in other texts. Owing to these
reasons, this article does not attempt to apply automatic sentiment
analysis.
3.3. Introducing the technical framework

The technical framework developed in this article is based on Python
and SQL. As described above, two data sources have been used, namely
Web of Science for the scientific publications and LexisNexis for the news
articles.

As described in Fig. 3-1, first, the number of records per year in the
two datasets, news articles and scientific publications, has been com-
pared (time series). This shows if there has been any media attention
to the topic at all, how extensive the debate is, and if, in principle, it
can be assumed that people have learnt something about the topic. Sec-
ond, the text fields are analyzed in more detail using noun phrase ex-
traction (as described in Section 3.3.1). This is motivated by the
question of which aspects the datasets focus on and the coverage and
volume of reporting. Summaries of each text source are visualized as
term networks Section 3.3.2 and he extracted nouns are matched and
visualized as pie bubble chart (see Section 3.3.3).
rse in the context of innovation systems, Technol. Forecast. Soc. Change
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For the export of news articles, a filter has been set on English news-
papers (e.g., The NewYork Times, The Guardian). Effort has been spent on
converting the database output of LexisNexis to a machine-readable for-
mat. To this end, a customized Python module has been programmed,
which automatically identifies the key fields (e.g., heading and publica-
tion date) and extracts the main text of the article. Additionally, dupli-
cate articles and articles containing fewer than 50 words have been
deleted.

3.3.1. Processing textual data
To summarize covered content, this step structures the texts (ab-

stracts and news articles) and transforms them to a numeric dataset.
Nouns are separately extracted from the texts to summarize and struc-
ture the content for machine processing. First, each text is broken into
single words. Then, part-of-speech tags are assigned to the words of
each sentence to describe their grammatical instance (Bird et al.,
2009). To extract noun phrases from each sentence, regular expressions
are formulated by filtering out single nouns or chains of nouns
(e.g., carbon dioxide, interoperability). Lemmatization on plural forms
and a thesaurus (to match varying spellings such as American and Brit-
ish English and replace abbreviations) are used for cleaning. Additional-
ly, a stopword list removes very common phrases such as paper or study.
The single texts are short, so using binary frequencies of the terms in
each document is sufficient. Finally, the resulting numeric data is stored
in the SQL-database for further processing.

Another option for summarizing the textual data sets are tech-
niques for text summarization (e.g., Das and Martins, 2007; Batista
et al., 2015). However, the short summaries from multi-document
summarization (only few sentences) are too short for the research
objective addressed in this article and not as easily comparable as ex-
tracted terms. Moreover, single-document summarization delivers
too many summaries to contribute to this comparative approach. In
addition, the summarizes are not comparable in an automatic or nu-
meric manner. So term extraction and different visualization tech-
niques are applied in the following.
Table 4-1
The three datasets.

Cloud computing Search string

Time
Size of dataset

Artificial photosynthesis Search string

Time
Size of dataset

Vegan nutrition Search string

Time
Size of dataset

Please cite this article as: Kayser, V., Comparing public and scientific discou
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3.3.2. Term networks
For a first overview on the contained terms and their interrelations,

term networks for the 100 most frequent terms are drawn for each
dataset as an initial overview of the terms and their co-occurrence.
This analysis builds on the terms extracted in the previous step. The net-
works illustrate how the terms are interconnected and, therefore, de-
pend on each other. In contrast to, e.g., wordclouds, terms occurring
together in a document are linked. Additionally, the graph metrics and
graph sorting algorithms (here: force atlas) give additional input. The
node size depends on the binary frequency of a term in the dataset
andnot, as in other applications, on the node degree. Frequency is a suit-
able measure due to the fact that the density and connectivity are nor-
mally high in term networks and, otherwise, all nodes are of equal
size. Comparing two networks gives an orientation with regard to the
ongoing discussions and summarizes the content. The networks are vi-
sualized with Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009).

3.3.3. Matching and comparing the datasets
Next, the terms contained in publication abstracts and news articles

are matched to identify common and unique terms. This illustrates
where aspects are addressed more and which differences exist.
Technically, this is realized in SQL by comparing term frequencies and
occurrence. The results aremapped aspie bubble charts for a better over-
view. Terms are depicted as bubbles. These bubbles contain pie charts
that have sections for each dataset. The size of the sections shows the
relative frequency of the term in each dataset. For example, the term se-
curity is present in 55% of the news articles and in 11% of the abstracts.
The bubble size relates to the summed relative frequency of a term
per dataset. For each term, the size of the term is the sum of the binary
term document frequency (tdf) per dataset, calculated by:

size termð Þ ¼ tdf abstract termð Þ þ tdf news termð Þ

This means that large bubbles represent more frequent terms than
smaller bubbles. While the bubbles are randomly distributed on the y-
Scientific publications
Web of Science

News articles
LexisNexis

TS = (“cloud computing”)
Articles

“cloud computing”
Newspaper articles

2007–2014 2007–2014
2630 entries; 2578 abstracts 420 news articles
TS = (“artificial photosynthesis”)
Articles + Proceedings

“artificial photosynthesis”
Newspaper articles

1990–2014 1980–2014
1407 entries; 1326 abstracts 407 news articles
TS = (vegan)
Articles + Proceedings

“vegan”
Newspaper articles

1990–2014 1990–2014
507 articles; 492 abstracts 721 news articles

rse in the context of innovation systems, Technol. Forecast. Soc. Change
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axis (avoiding overlaps of bubbles), the x-axis represents the degree of
inclusion in the news (left side) or in scientific publications (right side).
This is calculated by:

x ¼ tdf abstract termð Þ−tdf news termð Þ
tdf abstract termð Þ þ tdf news termð Þ

So the difference between the tdf of the abstract minus the tdf in the
news is divided by the size of the bubble (the summed relative frequen-
cy per dataset). The pie bubble charts enable a comparison of the sub-
stantive orientation of the datasets. It may also indicate special
terminology, especially when terms only occur in one dataset, such as
ingredient in the case of vegan diet.

4. Case studies and results

This section describes three cases—cloud computing, artificial photo-
synthesis, and vegan diet. These very different cases were deliberately
chosen to illustrate the methodology and highlight differences. It is
commonly acknowledged that cloud computing has huge application
potential and market relevance. In contrast, artificial photosynthesis is a
(basic) research topic and relatively few public discourses are expected
on this topic. The third case, vegan diet, is a temporary societal phenom-
enon of changing nutrition habits.

For all three cases, data has been retrieved from Web of Science and
LexisNexis by a keyword-based search. The first search with regard to
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Fig. 4-2. Cloud computing
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cloud computing has been restricted to articles because, otherwise, the
output is very large (more than 10.000 results); for the other two
cases, articles and proceedings have both been searched. Table 4-1 de-
scribes the data and gives an overview on the searches and their results.

4.1. Cloud computing

Cloud computing (Armbrust et al., 2010) is an emerging technology
linked to core managerial implications, which leads to new modes of
IT service offering. In short, it can be described as decentralized storage
and computing services. Its strongmanagement aspect emphasizes that
data distinct from scientific publications is relevant to measure the
spread and change of this topic. For cloud computing, data from 2007
to 2014 has been retrieved. In all, 2630 articles were retrieved, of
which 2578 had an abstract. In addition, 420 news articles were
downloaded. Fig. 4-1 gives an overview of peaking or declining atten-
tion. In the first three years, media and science have addressed the
issue equally and the numbers develop in parallel. From 2010 onwards,
the media attention has decreased continuously, while scientific publi-
cation numbers have increased up to over 900 records in 2014.

In the next step, the texts are processed and the content is summa-
rized in term networks for an overview. These term networks illustrate
the links among the 100 most frequent terms. As Fig. 4-2 shows, both
term networks highlight service, data, and application, but they are
linked differently. In the news, they are frequently mentioned together
with company, security, or business; this underlines the management
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and business focus. In contrast, in the abstracts these terms are close-
ly linked to system, performance, efficiency, and resource. This indi-
cates that the scientific discourses are more about computing while
the news reports more on the market aspects (e.g., organization,
cost).

Next, the pie bubble chart directly compares the frequency of terms
in the two datasets (Fig. 4-3). For example, algorithm, method, and ex-
periment are muchmore frequent in scientific abstracts. Data and appli-
cation frequently occur in both datasets. On the other hand, company,
business, and storage, as well as market, enterprise, and customer, are
more frequent in the news. This underlines the fact that news articles
are more management-driven for describing organizational structures
(e.g., director), while the abstracts contain typical scientific vocabulary
(e.g., fault tolerant, scheme, and simulation result). Obviously, the
news articles have a business and market focus (e.g., cost, and benefit).
Security is more frequent in the news than in the abstracts; possibly be-
cause security affects the acceptance of cloud computing in enterprise
environments.

When interpreting these results, several points should be kept in
mind concerning the comparison of the two datasets. First, a scientific
review process needs more time than publication of news articles.
This leads to a time delay in thefirst occurrence of terms in the abstracts
and is evident in the case of cloud computing. Second, research results
anticipating outcomes are often additionally published in the news
(e.g., researchers giving interviews; reports about ongoing research).
Third, the news generalizes (e.g., technology and data) and tends to
use fewer specific or technical terms (e.g., virtual machine and map re-
duce). Finally, the news might pick up a specific term or trend from
other newspapers and reports a lot about it. In contrast, scientific
publications specifically address research gaps, potentially leading
to less repetition of terms. The last two points explain why the
terms occurring frequently in the news are larger in Fig. 4-3 than
the terms focused in the publication abstracts (e.g., high performance
computing and fault tolerant). This observation recurs in the second
case, artificial photosynthesis.
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4.2. Artificial photosynthesis

Artificial photosynthesis deals with energy generation from sunlight
and holds potential as a regenerative source of energy (see, e.g., House
et al., 2015 for an overview). Research in this field is still at a basic
level despite going on for more than 40 years. Back in the 1980s, there
were already initial news articles reporting on the potential of this tech-
nology. The following analysis focuses on the time period from 1990 to
2014. In all, 1407 scientific articles were retrieved from Web of Science,
(1.326 of these featured an abstract) and 407 news articles from
LexisNexis. As Fig. 4-4 depicts, there have been relatively few news arti-
cles until 2005, while the number of scientific publication is slightly
higher. This indicates a limited public discourse, even as the number
of scientific publication grew steadily, especially from 2010 onwards.
The scientific activity rose from 79 records in 2010 to 272 records in
2014, while there is still a lag in media attention (around 49 reports
per year on average from 2010 to 2014).

Next, the texts are processed. The 100 most frequent terms per
dataset are visualized in term networks (Fig. 4-5). As the comparison
of the two networks shows, the focus of the news lays on photosynthesis
for energy generation. It seems as if they report a lot about scientific
work (e.g., research, university, and scientist). In contrast, the scientific
abstracts use more scientific vocabulary (e.g., complex, electron transfer,
catalyst, and reaction).

The pie bubble chart as illustrated in Fig. 4-6 shows that terms occur-
ring only in the abstracts are rare (e.g., phenyl, fluorescence spectra), with
the exception of electron transfer and water oxidation. The abstracts are
dominated by (scientific) terms such as absorption and oxidation.
Terms such as professor and university occur only in the news. This indi-
cates that the news reports a lot about scientific work and progress, es-
pecially in the context of energy generation. This especially highlights,
that the news report on a higher abstraction level as e.g., energy gener-
ation in general and observe what is going on in science. An own (soci-
etal) discourse on the topic is not noticeable from this form of analysis,
opposed to the next case on vegan diet.
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4.3. Vegan diet

Vegan diet has become a (societal) trend in recent years. This type of
diet that is free of meat and animal products has been attracting more
and more followers. Compared to the other two cases, this topic is as-
sumed to be more society-driven and less influenced by scientific dis-
coveries. It is not an actual technology but rather a change in behavior
that might showcase a social change and thus be more visible in news
reporting. Data has been retrieved from 1990 to 2014 (Fig. 4-7). In all,
507 articles have been downloaded from Web of Science, of which 492
include an abstract. On the other hand, 721 news articles were retrieved
from LexisNexis. From 2004 onwards, more has been published on this
topic in the news than scientific publications. This may be related to
the societal hype of the vegan diet and the public attention it attracts.

The texts (news articles and abstracts) are processed and for an
overview on the thematic focus in each dataset, term networks are
drawn (Fig. 4-8). For the networks, vegan, diet, and vegan diet are ex-
cluded from this step because they are very frequent and part of the
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search strategy. Obviously, the news concentrate on food, people, and
the names of different diets (e.g., veganism and vegetarian). Additional-
ly,milk and dairy as well asmeat and animal are frequently mentioned.
Therefore, the focus is on lifestyle and diet. Health-related issues play a
subordinate role, as opposed to the scientific discourses which report
a lot on the health impact of the vegan diet and signs of possible defi-
ciency (e.g., intake, effect, and differences). Thus, most abstracts describe
medical experiments and statistics (e.g., participant, sample).

As Fig. 4-9 illustrates, common terms are food, diet, and vegetarian.
Additionally, the news reports a lot about types of grains (e.g., grain
and seed). Obviously there is a difference between medical vocabulary
used in the abstracts (e.g., intake and fatty acid) and food and nutrition
issues in thenews (e.g., bodyweight). This analysis indicates that science
and the common public are talking about different things. Again, the re-
sults illustrate that the news focuses on lifestyle and cooking, while the
abstracts mostly cover medical and health issues. This comparative
analysis shows that there are mostly two different issues discussed
and there is few overlap.
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5. Discussion and conclusion

This article examines if it is possible to automatically compare news
articles and publication abstracts and develops a method for this pur-
pose. Furthermore, the aim of this article was to argue the benefit of in-
tegrating the media in the innovation system debate and to develop a
methodology to automatically compare scientific and media discourses
using text mining. This section assesses the methodology and discusses
its role for FTA and innovation systems.

As argued before, the media should be integrated in the innovation
system debate because diffusion is emphasized in many definitions of
innovation systems, plus the media has functions in society and plays
a recognized role in innovation processes. On the example of the link be-
tween science and the media, this article tries to develop a method for
the automatic comparison of scientific and media discourse where few
work exists so far. While publication data is frequently used as an indi-
cator for science and technology performance, quantitative examination
of news articles is rarely applied in the context of foresight. As the three
cases in Section 4 illustrate, the method developed here automatically
summarizes textual content and visualizes it in different ways (term
networks and pie bubble charts). This extension of the numeric over-
view on the number of articles respectively publications illustrates
how the terms are connected and gives a rapid overview on thematic
focus in the two datasets. Thereby, the results describe thematic differ-
ences in scientific and media discourses (e.g., reporting about scientific
results or lifestyle issues). Terms common in both datasets can easily be
distinguished. Additionally, the diffusion of certain issues can be esti-
mated, thus providing a solid starting point for future explorations.
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Thereby, the exchange can, to a certain degree, be mapped and differ-
ences between scientific and media debate can be illustrated. Principal-
ly, the intensity of the media reporting varies and also what they are
writing about. For cloud computing, the media distributed much knowl-
edge, but though its interest decreased after 2010. On the other hand, in
the case of vegan diet, the media reports a lot, but about different things
than science. However, as Hekkert and Negro (2009) conclude, many of
these knowledge diffusion processes are not explicitly noticeable and
therefore cannot bemapped and recognized. The results of this method
allow certain conclusions, but there remains a great deal on the level of
hypothesis that should be proven by additional examinations. However,
the generated databases of news articles and scientific publications (as
another result of the method) can be used for additional (qualitative)
analyses such as event process extraction as applied by Negro (2007) or
Tigabu et al. (2015). In any case, a broader context is necessary for the
interpretation and validation of the results, but they can trigger interest-
ing discussions. Basically, this method is applicable to generate hypoth-
eses on the evolution of a topic that should be tested and validated by
additional methods. These forms of data analysis have certain inherent
limitations and, therefore, should be combined with qualitative expert
assessments (see e.g., Cozzens et al., 2010). In fact, some research ques-
tions require a more in-depth analysis. For example, sentiment analysis
still needs to be done manually, and storylines in articles or political di-
rections canhardly be examined automatically. However,more data can
be processedwith an automatic approach, even if it is only for a first ori-
entation or for advance coding schemes for content analysis. Of course,
the analysis grid in this article is coarse, but it gains relevance in times of
increasing data volumes implying an increased reading effort. Today's
ientific publication abstracts 
r on term frequency > 40

etwork of terms.
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challenge is not infinding the right information but in extracting the rel-
evant information to generate knowledge from the quantity (Montoyo
et al., 2012). Therefore, certain mechanisms are needed. This method
is an attempt to this end, especially in the context of foresight where
the current state of technology needs to be captured at the beginning
of almost every process.

This article lays a basis that can be developed in various directions in
future. This especially relates to five points. First, more complex text
mining methods might be used. For this work, effort had been spent
on processing and structuring the news articles. Clustering or classifica-
tion (e.g., Pollak et al., 2011) are deliberately not used here because do-
main knowledge about a topic is necessary or the approach requires a
high learning effort. However, this might be tried in future work. Sec-
ond, different or more (textual) data can be used to address or empha-
size different aspects of the innovation system. This relates, for example,
to not only policy briefs, press releases, marketfigures, research funding
calls, or newsletters, but also socialmedia content as illustrated in Fig. 5-
1. The analysis of social media and user-generated content is an option
to further map society, e.g. based on the analysis of Twitter data. This is,
of course, an excellent point for future research to build on the frame-
work respectively method developed here.

Third, according to Moore's innovation lifecycle (Moore, 2006), the
market penetration of an innovation is imminent after themedia atten-
tion decreases. This theory is evident for cloud computingwhere 2010 is
a turning point. An in-depth examination of this correlation was not a
subject of this article butmay be an interesting point for future research.
So, on the one hand, technology lifecycles might be examined on the
basis of combinations of different data sources (e.g., social media, online
news, and patents) with reference to knownmodels. On the other hand,
Patents, standards, etc.   
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etc. 
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Society 
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Science
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the link to the maturity of a technology might be further explored by
specifically examining when in the innovation lifecycle innovations
are discussed in themedia. Focus of this article was the principal exam-
ination of a framework for the automatic comparison of texts and the
technical realization. Fourth, additional (qualitative) methods might
be used to validate the hypothesis and observations. And, fifth, future
work could stronger link the framework as described in this article to
communication science and media theory what was not the focus here.

As stated before, foresight is context dependent; so the larger con-
text (such as innovation systems) should be taken into account. There-
fore, mapping the present is essential for the success of the whole
foresight process (Andersen and Andersen, 2014) and the method de-
veloped here is valuable for the analysis of the current state of technol-
ogy and ongoing dynamics. Additionally, it may recognize current
trends to estimate future development paths. This delivers valuable in-
sights for future technology analysis and foresight. Further on, with re-
gard to foresight and innovation, foresight still lacks a clear theoretical
base (Fuller and Loogma, 2009; Öner, 2010) though itmight have stron-
ger links to innovation studies. Both innovation and foresight can be
considered at different levels (micro to meso) and more effort should
be spent on (theoretically) linking them in future work.

As shown previously, media might be recognized as an element in
innovation systems due to its functions in society and its role in innova-
tion diffusion. As a consequence, the innovation systemmodel has been
adapted in this article to emphasize interaction and diffusion. However,
the model introduced in Section 2.2 is highly aggregated. For an in-
depth analysis, the innovation system needs to be described more pre-
cisely. For instance, this means to take structural, national or technolog-
ical differences into account and formulate the three areas (policy,
ess releases, reports, 
company websites, etc.  
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economy, science) inmore detail. Also the role of agency should then be
discussed. However, the aim of this article was to develop a methodol-
ogy to examine dynamics at the intersection of science, media and soci-
ety rather than examining structural differences of innovation systems.

The results of this work deliver an overview on differences in orien-
tation (e.g., management, scientific reporting, lifestyle issues) and in-
tensity of reporting, leading to hypotheses and starting points for
further (more detailed) explorations. In fact, text can be used to mea-
sure andmodel dynamics in innovation systems andmore effort should
be spent here in future work. Finally, automatic approaches for a rapid
overview of large datasets are relevant in our present time of increasing
volume of data.
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